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Item:
Wheat straw bio degradable biodegradable phone case for iphone
Material:
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Natural Wheat straw+imported TPU material
Compatible Model:
for iphone 11,11 pro, 11 pro max

[Environmentally Friendly Material] - Designed with iPhone in mind. Our iPhone 11 case is combined Eco-friendly silicone rubber and natural wheat straw, easier degradation and greener. Super soft, durable and resistant to turn yellow with the time. Any stain that gets on the case wipes off
easily with a damp rag 

• [Elegant and Stylish] - Our iPhone 11 case stands out and bestows confidence and aesthetic taste to its master. It always keeps dry and clean as it is very easy to wipe off dust and dirt on the case. The iPhone cover case with precision cutouts for speakers, charging ports and sensitive
volume button. Perfectly fit your phone’s shape while providing easy access to the functions 

Colleen K 01/06/2020

SUCH A GREAT PHONE CASE!!! Gorgeous color and soft texture!
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Keybolt Wheat straw 11 pro recycled Pla eco friendly mobile cases 100% bio degradablebiodegradable phone case for iphone
Sold by: Keybolt
Product Code: SH-LL8
Availability: In Stock

$11.90

Available Options
* Color --- Please Select ---
Qty 1  
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